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Case Study
Edison Car Services
Most Convenient Cloud Based Taxi Solution
Edison car service is the perfect transportation solution that asserts quality of service and customer
satisfaction over taxis, limos, shuttles and car services. Edison cars provide a modern fleet service for
just a drive, corporate events, airport transfers, and sporting events.
Industry: Taxi booking
Technology Used
Web Development : PHP 5.3.3, Mysql 5.1.8
Mobile Application : Android 2.2 and above
Design/CSS : CSS, HTML
Script Languages : JavaScript and JQuery
Browsers : Internet Explorer 8.0, Firefox,Safari, Opera, Chrome
Operating System : Windows, Linux
Client
Edison car service spot lights high quality of transportation service over the last two years. Edison car
takes pride in providing taxi service for exceptional special event and corporate events, airport
transfers, and limo services in New york and New Jersey.
Challenge
Edison car service has a fleet of 15 cars that has well maintained and licensed limousines and taxi
services. They were made into booking and dispatching vehicles over radio dispatch system and they
came across taxi mobility to develop automated software.

Solution
Edison car app was developed as taxi booking solution for managing taxi booking and dispatching
through a few taps. The passengers can log-in to their account by providing contact details and make a
request for taxi cabs. The passengers can get into a taxi by providing pickup location and drop location.
They can also hire limousines or cabs by choosing in the menu. Both cabbies and passengers can
locate each other via integrated map system on smart phone.
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The passenger can search and request near by taxi by enabling GPS system on smart phone. Taxi driver
could receive requests from the passenger and they can either accept or reject requests over a single tap.
Once the request is accepted by the cabbie, passenger will be able to track their traveling location and
also estimated time of arrival. The mobile app has a feature to calculate the estimated fare and the
passenger can pay flexibly via credit card or cash. The star rating is available for passengers to rate
their driver. This would help the cab company to find the driver's performance during the ride.

HIGHLIGHTS
Challenge:
1. Easy taxi booking
2. Choose taxi model
3. Taxi fare calculation
4. Payment via cash
5. Profile management
Solution:
1. Sophisticated taxi app was developed
2. Select country/city to book taxi
3. Locate pick-up and drop location on map
4. Choose car model
5. Search within the kilometer specified
6. Book the free taxi driver via app
7. Taxi driver accepts or declines request
8. Taxi fare calculator for distance traveled
9. Waiting charges added to fare
10. Invoice and e-receipts via email
11. Pay flexibly via cash
12. Free Wi-Fi service while in transit
13. Passengers can rate the driver as feedback
14. Social media share
15. Statistical information
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Benefits
The key benefits upon implementation of Edison Car Service
1. The passengers could hire the taxicabs more easily through mobile apps
2. Current trips & travel history
3. Passenger can locate taxis over mobile app
4. Map system has enabled to find location
5. Taxi fare calculator for distance traveled
6. Pick up and drop locations
7. Get engage with cabbies schedules
8. Secure payment and e-receipt
9. GPS tracking to view approaching cab
10. Passengers can rate their drivers

Contact Us
Taximobility,
440 N Wolfe Rd,
Sunnyvale,
CA 94085.
Phone: +1 (202) 657 -6901
http://www.taximobility.com
Email: sales@taximobility.com
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